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Iroquois Boating and Fishing Club
“Friendship Inspires Health and Well-Being”
At the crack of dawn the glass-like surface of Conneaut Lake
gives way to patterns of intersecting wakes carved with a healthy
dose of exhilaration by members of the Iroquois Boating and Fishing Club’s morning ski group.
Members Carl Roznowski, Rob Watson, Roger Gildea, Andrea
Peters, Michael DeVoge, Michael Meehan, Dennis Finton, John
Ziegler, Jon Psr, John Treacy, Karen Styborski and Kevin and Korrin
Thomas know how to stay in shape and thoroughly enjoy it. Some
members of this group have actually been together for more than
10 years.
Waterskiing is a demanding sport that requires a great deal
of strength and endurance. In order to maintain the stamina
required for water skiing, these individuals lead active lifestyles
that extend from snow skiing to biking, running, swimming and
strength training. Some of the hard core skiers actually continue
until the beginning of November! Andrea Peters sums it up best,

“we truly support each other — to ski you need a boat and two
other people as dedicated to the sport as you are, which is very
difficult to find.”
Maintaining the legacy is no small task. Inspiration comes
from Audie Hays who broke the world’s record for bare footing or
remembering greats such as Bob Lilly, Maggie Jordan or Donnie
Blank. Roger Gildea explained, “Our club is an offshoot of a group
that used to ski from Wolf Island, which was led by the infamous
George Conley. Sadly, George passed away last year. When the
ownership of Wolf Island changed hands, I suggested we meet at
the IBFC.” Andrea Peters added, “Our goal is to ski well into our
80’s like our dear friend George.”
This group truly appreciates what friendship is all about. Their
dedication to each other and their sport serves as inspiration for
all of us. Why not consider joining a group focused on pursuing a
healthy activity — a sport you truly enjoy together.

